IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NORTH CAROLINA
WESTERN DIVISION
NO. 5:09-CR-216-2-FL

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Motion for Variance and
Sentencing Memorandum

v.
HYSEN SHERIFI,
Defendant.

Defendant Hysen Sherifi, through counsel, moves the Court, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a)
and the United States Sentencing Guidelines (USSG), to impose a sentence herein below the
recommended range calculated by the advisory Guidelines, of less than life imprisonment on Counts
Two and Eleven of the Second Superseding Indictment. In support of this request, defendant
submits the following sentencing memorandum.
Statement of the Case
Defendant and seven others were named in an Indictment in the Eastern District of North
Carolina on July 22, 2009, with several offenses: (Counts:) (1) conspiracy to provide material
support to terrorists; (2) conspiracy to commit murder, kidnaping and maiming persons in a foreign
country; (4) possession of a firearm in furtherance of a crime of violence; and (8) possession of a
firearm in furtherance of a crime of violence. On September 24, 2009, the Government obtained a
Superseding Indictment, and added the following charge against Mr. Sherifi: (Counts:) (11)
conspiracy to kill federal officers or employees.
On November 24, 2010, the Government sought and obtained a Second Superseding
Indictment, which added Counts Twelve and Thirteen to the Superseding Indictment. Counts
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Twelve and Thirteen are alleged against co-defendant Anes Subasic only, and charge Mr. Subasic
with: (12) making a false statement as part of his naturalization application; and (13) making a
separate false statement as part of his naturalization application and previous immigration
documents. Both additional counts are alleged to be violations of 18 U.S.C. § 1425(a). (The Second
Superseding Indictment also alleges that Mr. Subasic has an alias of “Mladen Subasic”.)
On February 9, 2011, Daniel Boyd entered a negotiated guilty plea to counts 1 and 2, above.
Similarly, Dylan Boyd and Zakariya Boyd later entered guilty pleas, and have been sentenced by this
Court, following their testimony given at the trial herein. Daniel Boyd’s sentencing remains open
pending further proceedings.
Statement of Pertinent Facts
Jury trial in this case took approximately four weeks, and involved the testimony of a number
of witnesses, both law enforcement, co-defendants, experts and lay witnesses. The jury returned a
verdict against Mr. Sherifi of guilty on all counts against him.
The Presentence Investigation Report calculates recommended sentences under the advisory
Guidelines, to include: 180 months on Count One; life imprisonment on Counts Two and Eleven,
each; 60 months on Count Four (consecutive to any other sentence); and 300 months on Count Eight
(also consecutive to any other sentence). The net result is a recommended sentence of life
imprisonment plus thirty years.
Discussion of 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a) Factors
Counsel is well aware of the Court’s familiarity with the applicable sentencing factors set
forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a); suffice it to say that Mr. Sherifi suggests that a sentence of less than
life imprisonment on Counts Two and Eleven – given the mandatory consecutive sentences that must
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thereafter follow – would be a sentence that is “sufficient, but not greater than necessary” to achieve
the goals of 18 U.S.C. § 3553(a).
Applicability to Mr. Sherifi
A. Nature of the Offense
The case against the defendant concerns three conspiracies and two gun possessions in
furtherance of one of the conspiracies; in short, while the indictment involves deadly serious
allegations of terrorism, the evidence in support of the convictions had more to do with discussions
of terrorism than with terroristic acts.
At its core, the evidence in support of Counts One, Four and Eight involved testimony from
witnesses indicating that Mr. Sherifi undertook “training” in the form of shooting someone else’s
guns in a rural field and rudimentary tactical maneuvers, in an effort to provide himself to an
unknown and unidentified terrorist movement or organization (i.e., provision of “personnel” as a
form of providing material support). In addition, Mr. Sherifi obtained money ($ 15,000) which the
jury found was involved in the provision of support to terrorists, although it was seized from Mr.
Sherifi upon his arrest.
Mr. Sherifi also circulated various emails and online chats containing documents, books,
photographs and video clips which ran the gamut from innocuous political rhetoric to biographies
of known terrorists to propaganda used by terror groups in their recruiting efforts. The majority of
this electronic commerce, however, appears to have occurred between Mr. Sherifi and the three
Government informants, rather than between Mr. Sherifi and third persons or co-defendants.
Nevertheless, it was evidence of Mr. Sherifi’s interest in the topics depicted or described in the
emails. Such evidence, though considered by the jury in the case as a whole, obviously also
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supported its verdict as to Count Two, a conspiracy to harm persons overseas. The lion’s share of
the electronic media referenced overseas locations, groups, wars and Islamist movements, although
it also discussed American and Western influences, military actions and politics. Mr. Sherifi’s travel
to and from Kosovo, his native country, was also offered by the Government to show his intention
to travel overseas, presumably to fulfill the conspiratorial aims, although those aims were not given
any specificity by the witnesses at trial. As counsel attempted to highlight at trial, none of the
witnesses who testified were able to point to any kind of specific, concrete purpose or goal of the
conspiracy – and, although no such specific goal is required by the statute charging the offense, it
begs the question whether a true conspiracy could exist if no one really knew what the plan was.
Finally, the evidence provided at trial as to Count Eleven regarding an attack on MCB
Quantico was provided by three witnesses: Abdullah Eddarkoui (the Government informant known
as “Jawbreaker”), Daniel Boyd, and Dylan Boyd. Eddarkoui testified that Daniel Boyd elaborated
a plan of attack on Quantico during a recorded conversation (played at trial), in which he blithely
included Mr. Sherifi as a possible participant and one that he had already consulted regarding such
an attack. Daniel Boyd, however, contradicted Mr. Eddarkoui and stated that there was no plan to
attack Quantico, and that the recorded speech by Boyd was mere braggadocio, and Sherifi had no
part in it. Dylan Boyd testified that he observed Sherifi talking with Boyd and Eddarkoui on the day
of the recorded conversation, but was not able to determine the actual content of the conversation.
Daniel Boyd, on his own and without Sherifi’s knowledge, then obtained aerial maps of Quantico
having already visited the base and driven in the residential/housing area open to the public. Mr.
Sherifi has never been to MCB Quantico, and, other than having delivered blood plasma aboard Fort
Bragg on one occasion, has not been aboard any U.S. military installation.
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None of the counts of conviction involve any form of actual, physical or mental harm to any
other person.
B. History and Characteristics of the Defendant. The Court has had the benefit of hearing
Mr. Sherifi’s testimony at trial, which focused, in limited fashion, on his own background and
upbringing in Kosovo and the United States. The undersigned has also provided the Court with
scores of character letters in support of the defendant, further describing his good character, good
deeds, and honorable intentions. Some of those letters were from Mr. Sherifi’s immediate family,
who have given the Court an overview of his biography, including the following notable points: (1)
defendant was raised in conditions of political upheaval and oppression by what was perceived of
as an invading force of Serbian military personnel; (2) defendant’s family underwent several
economic devastations, such that Mr. Sherifi, at age 7 or 8, took to selling cigarettes on the streets
in Kosovo in order to earn money to contribute to his family; (3) when the Kosovan war erupted, the
family fled to a refugee camp in a neighboring country, where Mr. Sherifi, who was the only family
member who spoke English, took to teaching other refugees what English he knew; (4) upon settling
in the Raleigh area, Mr. Sherifi continued to teach English to his family, to help them acclimate and
find employment; (5) Mr. Sherifi acted as a surrogate parent to his younger siblings, watching over
them every night as his parents furthered their English education; (6) Mr. Sherifi obtained a job at
age 15, again to help out the newly-relocated family, and continued his employment thereafter on
a regular basis, at times holding down two or three jobs to fill his time; and (7) Mr. Sherifi, when
on a trip to Kosovo as part of his own renewed interest in his Islamic and Kosovan heritage, became
engaged, and married, to Ikmete Sherifi. Defendant’s daughter, Sumeja, was born some three
months after his arrest in this case, and, as noted at trial, Mr. Sherifi, now 27 years old, is a loving
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father to a child he has never held in his own arms.
Early in his representation of Mr. Sherifi, undersigned counsel obtained a copy of an
autobiography that Mr. Sherifi wrote as part of a Sociology class he was taking at Wake Tech
Community College. That autobiography is attached hereto as Exhibit A, and is the best sketch of
Mr. Sherifi’s life, as it is given in his own words.
Mr. Sherifi’s only prior convictions of any kind are for traffic offenses.
As the Court may recall from trial testimony or prior filings, Mr. Sherifi has not yet become
a naturalized citizen of the United States, although every other member of his immediate family did.
Mr. Sherifi was scheduled to undergo a final interview with the Charlotte field office of USCIS, with
an eye toward obtaining his citizenship, but the interview was scheduled for several days after he was
planning to fly back to Kosovo (using a ticket purchased by the FBI, through its informant,
Eddarkoui). He never fulfilled that interview, and now faces removal as a consequence of these
convictions. Part of the reason Mr. Sherifi never placed great urgency on obtaining his citizenship
was that, following a period after he graduated high school, he began to yearn to return to Kosovo
and an Islamic community where he was more accepted and comfortable than in the United States.
Toward that end, he traveled to Kosovo in 2007-2008, staying more than six months. After the
period in which he became acquainted with the Boyds and the co-defendants herein, he made the
decision to return to Kosovo to pursue a life there. (The Government’s witnesses characterized his
return as a kind of “mission” to go overseas to pursue violent jihad.) He stayed in Kosovo from
August 2008 until April 2009, when he returned at the urging of Eddarkoui, and on a ticket
purchased by Eddarkoui, and he thereafter was steeped in the Daniel Boyd “corrupt ideology”
described at trial. None of Mr. Sherifi’s travel, however, was illegal in and of itself: he broke no
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immigration laws in either country, and did not use any kind of deceit in obtaining and using his
travel documents and tickets. (He also used no similar deceit in putting much of the the $ 15,000
donation in the bank under his own name.) Despite some talk of “covert operations” at trial by
Eddarkoui and the Boyds, Mr. Sherifi did not engage in any such behavior either while traveling or
while living in Kosovo.
C. Sentencing Purposes, Available Sentences, and Advisory Guidelines. The statutory
maximum sentences for each numbered count are: (1) 15 years (180 months); (2) life; (4) 5 years
(consecutive)(60 months); (8) 25 years (consecutive)(300 months); and (11) life. The Guidelines
calculation in the PSR recommends the very same thing: life, plus 30 years.
There are no statutory minimum sentences in this case, other than those consecutive
sentences required for Counts Four and Eight. Theoretically, the Court could impose a one-year
sentence on Mr. Sherifi for Counts One, Two and Eleven, and he would still have to serve 31 years
in prison. Again, he is 27 years old now, so the lowest possible sentence available to the Court
would put Mr. Sherifi in prison for a period longer than he has been alive. For every year that is
added to that minimum, the more the sentence approaches a de facto life sentence, and, given the
nature of long-term imprisonment, the more a life sentence approaches a de facto death sentence.
Would a life sentence – consigning defendant to die in prison – serve the purposes of
sentencing in this American court? Certainly it would be held out as an example of a sentence that
achieves punishment, incapacitation, and deterrence of others, but such a sentence could be handed
out with little thought by a third-world court on charges much less headline-grabbing than these. It
is the discretion given to this Court that elevates it, and our criminal justice system as a whole, above
tribal vengeance or, frankly, Islamist extremism. That discretion allows for a sentence of less than
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life imprisonment. The Court is not required to impose draconian prison terms in order to promote
respect for the law or to address the seriousness of the offense; it is the quality of mercy and the need
for pragmatic sentences that both, perhaps quietly, suggest that a term of imprisonment that allows
defendant the hope of release one day that would achieve further sentencing aims – those of
rehabilitation, education and treatment, and lasting respect for the law as applied to persons who are
subject to it. Without such hope, Mr. Sherifi would have no motivation to eschew radical Islamist
beliefs, or to repent for any wrongs he has committed, or to equip himself to become a better man,
one who does not lightly engage in conversation about terror, explosives, guns, or fighting the way
a foolish young man does, and did.
Conclusion
For the foregoing reasons, and upon the foregoing authorities, defendant Hysen Sherifi prays
the Court impose a sentence in this matter consistent with 18 U.S.C. 3553, of a term of less than life
imprisonment on Counts Two and Eleven, and an overall sentence of less than life imprisonment,
as a sentence that is sufficient, but not greater than necessary, to serve the purposes of criminal
sentencing.
This the 10th day of January, 2012.
/s/ Robert J. McAfee
N.C. STATE BAR NO. 21195
MCAFEE LAW, P.A.
P.O. BOX 905
NEW BERN NC 28563
PH: (252) 634-2662
FX: (888) 389-8405
RJM@MCAFEE-LAW.COM
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE UNDERSIGNED HAS PERSONALLY SERVED A COPY OF THE
FOREGOING DOCUMENT, WITH ATTACHMENTS UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED, ACCORDING TO THE
APPLICABLE CIVIL PROCEDURE RULES OF THIS COURT, TO-WIT:
__X__

CM/ECF (U.S. DISTRICT COURTS; U.S. COURTS OF APPEAL)

DATE: 1/10/2012

Robert J. McAfee
ROBERT J. MCAFEE

TO:

Barbara D. Kocher, AUSA
310 New Bern Ave., Ste 800
Raleigh NC 27601-1461
barb.kocher@usdoj.gov

John S. Bowler, AUSA
john.s.bowler@usdoj.gov
Jason Kellhofer, AUSA
jason.kellhofer@usdoj.gov
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